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Marina Militare Nastro Rosa Tour 2021

Notice to Competitors

Number: 04

Source: Race Committee
Venue: All
Published: 24 Aug 16:27

Notice:
SI 1.1a. Second par. Replace "NIPAM" with "IRPCAS"
SI 11.1.1 First par. Replace "COLREGS" with "IRPCAS"
SI 14 is deleted and replaced as follow:
     14 SCORING
     The Low Point System will be applied.
     THE RRS A5.3 WILL BE APPLIED.
     THE DR2101 Alternative Starting Penalty Development Rule WILL BE APPLIED
     Each stage will be individually scored.
     Those who do not participate in a stage will br scored as DNC using enteries in the most numerous stage plus one.
     There will be no discard.
     DIAM and KITE: Each boat will be scored according with her final position in each race. 
     The general scoring of a boat will be done by the sum of her final position in each racing day.
     FIGARO3: The score will be with a coefficient of 1 for the first and second leg of each stage (Tyrrehnian and Adriatic) and 2.5
for the last leg of each stage      (Tyrrehnian and Adriatic). This change NOR 7 and RRS A5 
      In the final general scoring (if needed) in case of a tie this will be solved in favor of the boat with the lowest score.
      If the tie still remain, it will be solved using the boats final position in the regattas in Naples (EC - Tyrrhenian) and Venice (WC
- Adriatic)
      The general scoring of a boat will be done by the sum of her final position in each leg multiply .
     The final position of a boat at the end of each stage (Tyrrhenian or Adriatic) will be given by its final position in each leg
multiplied by the coefficient of that       leg. This change NOR 7 and RRS A5 
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